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Introduction and Problem of the Research:

The pursuit of higher levels in many sports has become a topic that attracts the attention of specialists in the field of sports, which leads to overcoming most of the training problems in order to raise the level of sports and achieve the digital achievement for athletes.

A sport training is based on scientific foundations which are essentially subject to the principles and laws of the natural and human sciences, because it is considered the essential element for the success of any sports activity because it has an effective and important role in preparing the players physically, skillfully, schematically and psychologically to reach them to the required level.

In the view of Mufti Ibrahim Hammad (2010), the science of sports training is to find modern methods which must be taken into account in each position of training and competition and must be legalized in order to achieve the best possible level of performance (13: 9,10).

Isabel Walker (2001) has referred that sports scientists and trainers are constantly looking for modern means and programs aimed at improving athletic performance and gaining a competitive edge. Visual training is one of the most well-known techniques in the field of sports as it is repetitive series
of eyes exercises to improve basic visual abilities which are important for athletes in all competitive sports. (20: 203) (21: 2) (25)

Visual training is one of the branches of visualism (measurement of sight), a branch concerned with the perception and sight and also the assessment and improvement of visual performance, as well as the identification of the most appropriate visual instruments for the nature of sports activity. (18: 127) . In the view of the researcher, the visual vision is a set of neuro-muscular skills that can be learned, trained and developed and include many components such as visual concentration.

Concentration of attention is one of the most important psychological skills for athletes as it is the basis for the success of learning, training or competition in its various forms. Attention distraction or lack of concentration negatively affects the performance of many athletes and their low performance in competition is due to the lack of concentration of the stimuli associated with something to achieve effective performance (2: 286)(27) .

Sobhi Hassanein (2001) has referred to the importance of precision for many sports activities such as Fencing, shooting, karate, boxing and group games. The precision component is not only important in sports fields, but also extends to public life (7: 229) (11: 358).

The punch, which is characterized by speed and lack of precision, is often not successful which shows the importance of precision to the boxer, especially in the matches during the game. The researcher sees that the precision in boxing is the ability of the boxer to continue opening the gaps for the
competitor and punching towards him, whether fixed or moving, and the ability to follow this goal is very difficult as it needs to visual concentration with a high degree and that's for discovering the gaps of the competitor and hitting him as well as following the referee's signs and the trainer's instructions, which increase the need to improve the boxer's good vision.

Visual exercises are considered important subjects that have not received much attention from researchers in the field of sports in general and boxing in particular, as the sense of sight has a great importance to the boxer in scoring points and increasing his ability of concentration attention. The researcher has noted, by attending many tournaments and also training the team of the college and the university, that there are some boxers during the training have had a high level of performance and achieved high results in the experimental games, until decline the performance suddenly and achieve unexpected results during official tournaments.

The results of the matches are the most important indicators that reflect the level of achievement of athletes to reach the high levels, where boxing is characterized by rapid sudden change during the game and punching or avoidance in the attack and defense, which require rapid or precise responses which need for a high level of attention while hitting punches (93: 8)

Therefore, the researcher has tried to explain the phenomenon mentioned above and discovered that it may be because of the lack of concentration of the boxer's attention and dispersion between different stimuli, including the movements of the competitor, change his sudden direction, referee's signs, comments of the coach and the fan's warnings and thus affect the performance of boxer.
Mohamed Abdul Aziz "(2004) has indicated that these visual stimuli, which are picked up by the eye of the player, are located in the vicinity of his sight during and after the initiation of his motor performance, both technically and physically (7:12).

All this require the boxer so-called visual concentration, namely to focus on the goal of the opponent, and to understand the depth of any distance between him and the competitor and that is determined by the use of any type of punches. Through this the boxer enables to understand the type of precision required. Is it stable or moving?

All these variables, if available in the boxing player, help him to increase his ability to record many groups of punching correctly and quickly during the game. (24)

The researcher also sees that the speed of performance, the surprise of the opponent to attack and the speed of moving to the different positions of the different punching and linking the defense to the precision of counter-attack in a lightning faster than the opponent are the most important elements that help the boxer to win games. Boxing is one of the most competitive sports in world championships and Olympic Games and has many major physical and motor requirements and abilities, which are clearly visible in offensive and defensive movements due to changing punching positions during the match.

Achieving the goal and score points not to harm the opponent has become required in the sport of boxing modern, especially under the arbitration by computer
Many of the advanced countries in boxing such as Cuba, America, Russia, Romania, Germany and Bulgaria have realized that the importance of rapid adjustment in training methods has become increasingly important in modern boxing, especially with computer arbitration, to keep pace with this development, which is reflected positively on the speed and precision of performance in hitting punches in the areas authorized punching (4: 112, 113).

The law states that the punch must be strong and fast, which requires a concentration of attention with precision in the hitting punches to reach the authorized place to punch in order to score a point. Thus, it is clear that the boxer must be well trained to hit sets of either offensive or defensive punches quickly and accurately and have the ability to direct the punches to the target of the opponent accurately, quickly and in appropriate time.

vision training to improve both the concentration of attention and the precision of the counter-attack for the boxers of the first degree, because they contain trainings of visual tracking, visual focus, external awareness, depth awareness, quick reaction, harmony between the eye, hand and body, visual precision.

**Aims of the Research:**

The aim of the research is to design a training program using visual vision trainings and studying their effects on:

1- Concentration of the attention for the boxing players (sample of the research)

2- The precision of the counter attack for the boxing players (sample of the research).

**Research Hypotheses:**

1- There are statistically significant differences between the averages of the pre-measurement and the post measurement in the concentration of attention for the research sample in favor of the post measurement.

2- There are statistically significant differences between the averages of the pre-measurement and the post measurement in the precision of the counter attack for the sample research in favor of the post measurement.

**Procedures of the Research:**

**Research Methodology:**

The researcher used the experimental approach using "experimental design of one group by pre and post
measurements" for its relevance to the nature and aims of the research.

Research Community:

The research community represents the first class boxers registered in the Egyptian Federation of Boxing for the sports season 2016/2017 "Assiut" and they are (16) boxers.

Sample of the Research:

The basic research sample was chosen in a deliberate manner from the first class boxers registered in the Egyptian Federation of Boxing "Assiut Branch", aged 19-20 years.

Table (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sports institutions</th>
<th>Basic sample</th>
<th>Exploratory sample</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young Muslims Association</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasser Youth Center</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>60-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military establishment</td>
<td>ξ</td>
<td>ξ</td>
<td>69-69-75-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (1) shows that the number of basic sample boxers is (8) boxers, and the number of exploratory sample is (8) boxers in different weights (56-60 - 64 - 69 - 75) and (8) boxers for the exploratory sample. Table (1) shows a description of the individuals of the sample research.

Homogeneity among the individuals of the research sample:

The researcher has conducted the measurements of homogeneity in order to find the torsion coefficient for the members of the basic research sample before applying the
proposed training program to indicate the homogeneity of the members of the basic research sample to ensure moderation in the basic research variables that may affect the results of the research and the torsion coefficients as shown in Table (2)

Table (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Variables</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Measurement unit</th>
<th>Statistical Significance of Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arithmetic average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>Year / month</td>
<td>19,63</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>M / cm</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>2,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight</td>
<td>Kg / g</td>
<td>64,88</td>
<td>7,61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training age</td>
<td>Year / month</td>
<td>8,88</td>
<td>2,80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (2) shows that the values of the torsion coefficients in the variables in question were limited to (3). This indicates that the distributions are closer to moderation in the (age, height, weight, training age) variables, indicating the homogeneity of the sample.

*Data collection tools:
The researcher has identified the tools and devices used on the research sample through the researcher`s reading the scientific references and previous Arab and foreign studies specialized in sports training in general and in training boxing in particular.

*Used equipment:
- Expert consultation questionnaire on the identification of axes and time periods for the proposed training program. Attachment (6)
- Expert consultation questionnaire on determining the most appropriate exercises for visual vision exercises. Attachment (7)
- Attention concentration test. Attachment (4/1)
-Registration form to measure concentration of attention (designed by the researcher). Attachment (4/2)

)-The precision of counter-attack test. Attachment (5/1

-Recording form of the measurement counter-attack (designed by the researcher). Attachment (5/2)

**Used devices:** *

**Medical balance to measure the weight in kilograms**-

)-Resistometer to measure the length (centimeter

Stopwatch for measuring time.-

-Cones, colored ribbons. - Punching bag for training. - Tennis

Balls. - Legal gloves - Red and white banners. - Colored circles of

cardboard.-

: **Scientific transactions used in the research**

The researcher has conducted the scientific transactions on a sample of the research community (exploratory sample), which did not participate in the basic experiment, and it has reached (8) boxers from the first class. The concentration of attention and precision of counter-attack were measured.

**A- Validity:**

The researcher used the validity of differentiation by conducting the measurements on a distinctive sample who are boxers of the military establishment composed of 4 boxers, who are distinctive by a high level of physical and athletic performance, the training age, their access to tournaments.. The non-distinctive group are boxers in the Young Muslim Club and Naser Youth Center who are (4) boxers. This measurement was carried out from 2/3/2017 to 3/3/2017. The researcher has calculated the differences between the two distinctive and non-distinctive groups to verify the validity of the visual variable and the "skilled physical" variable. Table (3) shows this.
Table (3)
Significance of differences between the distinctive group and the non-distinctive group in the concentration of attention and the precision of counter-attack (under study) N = N = 2 (4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>measurements</th>
<th>Measurement unit</th>
<th>Distinctive group</th>
<th>Non-distinctive group</th>
<th>T value</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A±</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration of</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>8,81</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>7,59</td>
<td>0,67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision of</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>17,73</td>
<td>0,62</td>
<td>16,17</td>
<td>1,01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tabular "T" value is at the level of (0.05) = 2.35I. It is clear from Table (3) that there are statistically significant differences on the significance level 0.05 between the distinctive group and non-distinctive group, in favor of the distinctive group, indicating the validity of the variables under study.

Stability:

Table (4) The correlation coefficient between the first and second application in the concentration of attention and precision of counter-attack (under study). N = (4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>measurements</th>
<th>Measurement unit</th>
<th>First application</th>
<th>Second application</th>
<th>T value</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A±</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration of</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>7,59</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>7,59</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision of</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>16,17</td>
<td>1,01</td>
<td>16,17</td>
<td>1,09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counter-attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabular value of R at (0.05) = 0.900 *

Table (4) shows that correlation coefficients between the first and second applications are statistically significant at (0.05) which indicating the stability of concentration of attention and the precision of the counter attack.
After conducting the scientific transactions, the researcher has conducted homogeneity between the research variables and Table (5) shows this.

Table (5)

Arithmetic average, standard deviation, and torsion coefficient for the research sample in the research variables (Concentration of attention - precision of counter-attack) n = 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Variables</th>
<th>Measurement unit</th>
<th>Arithmetic average</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Torsion coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of attention</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>Signified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision of counter-attack</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>Signified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (5) shows that the values of the torsion coefficients in the variables under study have limited to (3).

This indicates that the distributions are closer to moderation in each of the variables (concentration of attention and precision of counter-attack in the research sample) which indicating the homogeneity of the sample.

* Exploratory study:*

The researcher has adopted in the methods of implementing the proposed training program to improve and develop the concentration of attention and the precision of the counter attack on the results of the exploratory study conducted in the period from 2/3/2017 to 16/3/2017 on a sample of (8) boxers representing the original community of the research and from outside the basic research sample.

*The aim of the exploratory study:*

- Knowing the suitability and validity of the places chosen to conduct and perform the research.
-Knowing the suitability and validity of the instruments and devices used in the measurement.
-Knowing the suitability of the visual vision training for the research sample will be used in the proposed training program.
-Knowing the suitable time to apply the program.
-Defining the assistants how conducting the measurement process "concentration of attention - and the precision of counter-attack for the boxers. (Under the supervision of the researcher).
-Knowing the time that each boxer will take during the measurement process "concentration of attention - and precision counter attack.
- Conducting scientific coefficient to determine the validity and stability of the test of attention concentration and the precision of the counter attack under study.

*Results of the exploratory study:*

The researcher has reached the following results:
-Create the appropriate conditions for the application of the training program in order to get the best results.
- Efficiency and experience of the assistants and their precision in measuring and recording results.
- The extent of the appropriateness of the proposed visual vision trainings for the sample under study.
- The extent of the appropriateness of tools and equipment and proposed training program for the sample under study.
- The extent of the appropriateness of the time for the implementation of the training modules for the sample under study.
The extent of the appropriateness of the time for the implementation of the attention concentration test and the test of the precision counter attack under study.

- The extent of the appropriateness of the scientific transactions used in the variables under study.

**Research steps:**
The researcher has implemented the proposed training program (on the basic sample of the research) as follows:

A) Conducting pre-measurements:
The researcher has conducted the pre-measurements of the variables under study on Thursday, 17/3/2017, which included measuring:
1- Concentration of attention in the research sample. Attachment (4)
2- The precision of the counter attack in the research sample. Attachment (5)

**B. Application of the proposed training program:**
The researcher has applied the proposed training program from 19/3/2017 to 11/5/2017 (for eight weeks, three training units per week) during the preparation period in the college boxing hall.

*General framework of the proposed training program:*

**Steps of the proposed training program preparation:**
The researcher has put visual vision trainings for boxing players in the 19-20 age groups through:
- Reference survey of Arab and foreign references, which deal with the basics of visual vision training.
- Review the researches and studies that deal with the trainings of the visual vision.

**Aims of the proposed training program:**
The proposed training program using visual vision training aims to:
1-Improve and develop the concentration of attention in the research sample.
2-Improve and develop the precision of the counter attack in the research sample Foundations of putting the proposed training program.

The researcher has conducted a survey of several scientific sources, as well as special studies that include visual exercises and a set of exercises has been limited and designed, and then the researcher has put the selected exercises in the poll form of experts, which numbered (12) Attachment (1)

Through this form the researcher has concluded a group of visual exercises according to the opinions of experts. Attachment (7)

**Foundations of visual trainings design:**
The researcher has adopted on the following bases to design the visual exercises:
1-Taking into account the objective of visual training.
2-The suitability of the program for the age for the sample under study.
3-Availability of security and safety factors.
4-Taking into account the individual differences between boxers.
5-Provide technical capabilities and design the tools and visual devices.
6-Flexibility of the implementation and application in proportion to the sample research.
7-Taking into account the principles of eye training: Breathing, Blink, Smile, having fun, commit and believe.
8-Availability the element of suspense and seriousness of the proposed exercises.

9-Consider the similarity of the form of performance of the proposed exercises with the nature of the specialized performance for the boxers.

10-Taking into account the principle of gradual load from easy to difficult during the application of exercises.

**Time division of the program:**
The researcher has used the references, studies and previous researches that dealt with the programs in boxing sport in general and visual training in particular. The researcher has also used the opinions of some experts and specialists in the field of training and boxing that used visual training in the design of training programs. They were (12) experts Attachment (1) and that's in putting the proposed program to achieve the aim of the research and table (6) illustrates this.

**Table (6)**

The opinions of the experts in identifying the axes of the proposed training program and percentage for each axis N = (12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>axes</th>
<th>Summation of experts’ opinions</th>
<th>percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The duration of the proposed training program (2) months</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of training units per week (3) units</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Training unit time (90) minutes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Visual vision trainings time (30-35) minutes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The method of midterm training (high - low intensity)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Weekly load cycle (1: 1)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Warming time (15) minutes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Closing time (10)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>% 3.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (6) shows the number of repetitions and the percentage of opinions of the experts about the axes of the proposed training program. The number of repetitions limited between (9) to (12) repetitions, and the researcher satisfied with the percentage of variables between (75%) and more from opinions. The duration of the proposed training program has been set for (8) weeks starting from Saturday 19/3/2017 and ending on Wednesday 11/5/2017.

**The content of the proposed training program:**

The researcher has designed the proposed training program in accordance with the scientific basis, the reference survey and the opinions of the experts where the program included the following axes:

- Program duration = 2 months.
- Number of weeks = 8 weeks
- Number of training units per week = 3 units per week
- Total number of training units = $3 \times 8 = 24$ training unit
- Training unit time = 90 minutes
- Training unit time per week = $3 \times 90 = 270$ minutes per week
- Total time of training units during the training period = $3 \times 90 \times 8$ weeks = 2160 minutes = 36 hours

**Preparation periods for visual vision trainings:**

Duration of the program: 8 weeks in the preparation period (general preparation, special preparation, preparation for competition)

*General preparation:*

- This period represented the weeks (2.1) by (3) units, the unit time (90) minutes.

Total training unit time in the general preparation

General preparation period = $2 \times 3 \times 90 = 540$ minutes ÷ 60 minutes = 9 hours
*Special preparation:
- This period represented the weeks (6,5,4,3) by 3 units, unit time is (90) minutes.

Total training unit time in the preparation period for competition.

Pre-competition period = 2 × 3 × 90 = 540 minutes
60 minutes = 9 hours

Total time during training units during the preparation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>General preparation</th>
<th>Specific preparation</th>
<th>Pre-match period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period = 540 + 1080 + 540 = 2160 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 minutes = 36 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time distribution of proposed program variables:
- Warm-up 15 minutes × 24 Training units = 360 minutes → 16.7%
- Closing (calm) 10 minutes × 24 Training Units = 240 → 11.1%
- Visual vision training 30 × 15 units + 35 minutes × 9 units = 765 minutes → 35.42%
- General physical preparation: 15 minutes × 15 units = 225 minutes → 10.42%
- The skill preparation 20 minutes × 15 units + 30 minutes × 9 units = 570 minutes → 26.39%
- So the total program time = 360 minutes + 240 minutes + 765 minutes + 225 minutes + 570 minutes = 2160 minutes

Table (7)
Time and relative distribution of warm-up and preparation (General and skillful preparation) and visual vision trainings and closing through the stages of the proposed training program on the different loading degrees

Table (7) shows the distribution of the actual and relative time of various preparations through weeks and stages of the proposed training program on the different loading degrees

C - Conducting the post measurements:
All measurements should be taken as measured in the pre measurement.

The researcher has conducted the post measurements of the variables in question, on Thursday, 12/5/2016, which included measuring:

1-Concentration of attention in the research sample.
Attachment(4)
2-The precision of the counter attack in the research sample. Attachment(5)

**Used statistical processors:**

The researcher has used the following statistical method:

Arithmetic average. - Mediator. - Standard deviation. - Torsion coefficient.

(T Test) for statistical differences significance - coefficient of improvement rates for averages.

**Presentation and discussion of the results:**

(First): View results

-View the results of the first hypothesis:

**Concentration of attention "under study":**

*Table (8)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure unit</th>
<th>Pre-measurement</th>
<th>Post measurement</th>
<th>Differences between averages</th>
<th>Calculated T value</th>
<th>Improvement rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>( A \pm )</td>
<td>( \overline{S} )</td>
<td>( \overline{A} \pm )</td>
<td>24.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tabular value of \((t)\) at the level \((0.05)\) = 1.89
Table (8) and Figure (1) show that there are statistically significant differences between the averages scores of the pre and post measurements in the concentration of attention "under study" in the research sample in favor of the post measurement, where the calculated value of \( (t) \) was \((24,44)\) and the improvement rate was 64.25% which indicating that the calculated value of \( (t) \) is greater than the tabular value of \( t \) at \((0.05)\) and the improvement rate was in favor of the post-measurement in sample of the research.

-Presentation of the second hypothesis results:

*Counter-attack precision:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report variables</th>
<th>measuremen t</th>
<th>Measuremen t unit</th>
<th>Pre-measurement</th>
<th>Post measurement</th>
<th>Differences between averages</th>
<th>Calculated T value</th>
<th>Improvement rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skillful physical</td>
<td>Counter-attack precision</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>±</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>26.36</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>8.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tabular value of \( t \) at the level \((0.05)\) = 1.89
Figure (2) shows the differences between the degrees of the pre and post measurements in the precision of counter-attack among the boxing players.

Table (9) and Figure (2) show that there are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre and post measurements in the precision of the counter-attack in the research sample in favor of the post measurement, where the calculated value of \( t \) was \((31,76)\) and the improvement rate \((44,43)\) where indicating that the calculated value of \( t \) is greater than the tabular value of \( t \) at \((0,05)\) and the improvement rate in favor of the post-measurement in the research sample.

(Second) Discussion of results:

1-Discussing the results of the first hypothesis:

To investigate the aims of the research by validity of the hypotheses, the researcher has compared the results of degrees averages of the pre and post measurements in the
measurements of the visual variable and the "physical skill" variable in favor of the post measurements for the sample under study if found, and to find the significance of the statistical differences between the averages of pre and post measurements using the statistical program "SPSS".

Through this the researcher discussed the results to verify the validity of the first hypothesis, which states that "there are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre and post measurements in the concentration of attention in favor post measurement".

Table (8) and Figure (1) show that there are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre and post measurements at the level of 0.05 for the visual variable in favor of the post measurement.

Where the calculated value of T in the concentration of attention was (24.44) and the improvement rate (64.25%). This indicates that the calculated value of T is greater than the tabular value of T at 0.05 and the percentage of change was in favor of post measurement among boxers (the research sample).

The researcher has attributed the reason for these differences that the use of visual training exercises had a positive impact on the development of counter-attack for boxers. This agreed with the study of Huda Hassan (2008) 16, Hatem Fathallah (2008), 6 Nahla Jamal (2008) (15) where the study indicates that visual training helps to develop both fixed and moving visual precision, and attention concentration.
In addition, the results of the study of Majid Mustafa Ahmed Ismail, Abdel Mohsen Zakaria Ahmed (2006) (10), which state that the process of education and training using visual vision training has a positive effect in the level of skilled performance advancing and also the visual capabilities play an important role in the performance efficiency and that capacity can be developed through the well-designed visual training programs.

As Usama Rateb (2000), Brain Ariel (2004) and Isabel Walker (2001), have referred that visual training leads to eye vision improvement and depth increasing of the aim achievement and considered from the most important modern trainings which increase the responding to different stimuli and used for small goals during the game performance. The researcher explains this that the visual vision training of the boxers leads to the concentration and non-dispersion during the hitting of the offensive punches strongly, quickly and accurately when the competitor allows this, which leads to control and win the game which shown in figure( ).

This is corroborated by the study of Poulter et al. (2005) (22), Thomas.et al (2005) (23), Hatem Fathallah (2011) (6) that the visual vision trainings leads to the increasing the concentration of players and lack of dispersion and the ability to achieve the performance of the movement during the matches leading to a positive result. Based on the results of Table (8) and Figure (1), the researcher has concluded that the use of visual exercises within the program led to improved attention concentration. These results have achieved the validity of the first hypothesis of the research which states that. "There are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre
and post measurements in the concentration of attention in favor of post measurement”.

2-Discussing the results of the second hypothesis:

In light of the results of the statistical analysis, and within the limits of the measurements used and through the research aims, the researcher has discussed the results to verify the validity of the second hypothesis, which states that "there are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre and post measurements in the precision of counter-attack in favor of post measurement".

Table (9) and Figure (2) show that there are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre and post measurements of the "skillful physical" variable in favor of post measurement. Where the calculated value of (T) in the precision of the counter attack (31.76) and the improvement rate (44.43%) which indicating that the calculated value of (t) is greater than the tabular value of (t) at (0.05) and the improvement rate in favor of the post measurement for the boxers "sample research".

The researcher has attributed the reason for these differences that the use of qualitative visual vision trainings to improve the precision of counter-attack has had a positive impact on the development of the skill of the boxers during the game. This is also consistent with the study of "Huda Hassan" (2008) (16), "Hatem Fathallah" (2011) (6), "Nahla Jamal" (2014) (15) where have referred that the visual trainings help to develop both of the fixed and moving visual precision, and the depth perception and the rounding vision, which will be positive for the players during the matches.
This is confirmed by the results of the study of Majid Mustafa Ahmed Ismail, and Abdul Mohsen Zakaria Ahmed (2006) (10) that the training of visual vision has a positive effect in advancing the level of skilled performance of the players, and the visual capacity plays an important role in the effectiveness of the movement performance and that this capacity can be developed through the design of visual training programs well.

The researcher believes that the training program using the visual vision has had an effective impact on the precision of counter-attack for boxers, which returns positively on results of the matches.


Based on the results of Table (9) and Figure (2), the researcher has concluded that the use of visual vision trainings within the program led to the improvement of precision of the counter attack. These results validate the second hypothesis of the research, which states that. "There are statistically significant differences between the degrees averages of the pre and post
measurements in the precision of counter-attack among the boxing players in favor of post measurement.

Conclusions and Recommendations:

I. Conclusions:

-The proposed qualitative visual vision exercises have a positive effect on improving the concentration of attention and non-dispersion of boxing players through hitting punches.

-The proposed qualitative visual vision exercises have a positive effect on improving the precision of the counter attack represented in (precision of distance perception, precision and speed of punching after avoiding competitor punch) for boxing players.

- The rates of improvement of the post measurement are more that of pre measurement through the application of the proposed qualitative visual vision exercises in the concentration of attention and precision of counter-attack for boxers, which returned positively to the results of matches.

-There is a positive correlation relationship between the concentration of attention and the precision of counter-attack in boxing players.

Second: Recommendations:

-The need for using the qualitative visual vision trainings of boxing players because they have positive impact on the improvement of concentration of attention and non-dispersion during hitting the punches.

-The need for using the qualitative visual vision trainings of boxing players because they have positive impact on the
improvement of precision of the counter-attack during matches.

- Paying attention for putting training programs using qualitative visual vision trainings in accordance with the scientific foundations of different age groups of boxing players.

- Providing the necessary and sufficient tools and equipment for visual vision trainings of quality in proportion to modernity, security and safety requirements.

- The need for design qualitative visual tests for some of the basic skills in boxing.

- Interesting in conducting other similar researches in order to benefit from in the training of boxers.
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"The Impact of Qualitative Visual Vision Trainings on the Concentration of Attention and Precision of Counter-attack for Boxing Players"

The Research Aim:
The aim of the research is to design a training program using the trainings of visual vision and the study of its impact on:
1 - Concentration of attention for boxing players (sample research)
2 - The precision of counter-attack for boxing players (sample research).

Procedures of the Research:
The researcher used the experimental approach using "the experimental design of one group by the pre and post measurements" for its relevance to the nature and objectives of the research. The research community included (16) boxers, and the number of basic sample was (8) boxers who selected by deliberate method and exploratory sample was 8 boxers for conducting the scientific transactions.

Conclusion:
- The qualitative visual vision trainings have a positive effect on improving attention concentration, non-dispersion and precision of counter-attack for boxing players during punching.
- There is positive correlation relationship between the concentration of attention and the precision of counter-attack in first class boxers.

Recommendations:
* The researcher recommends the need for design qualitative visual tests for some of the basic skills in Boxing Sports.
* The researcher recommends paying attention for putting training programs using qualitative visual exercises according to the scientific foundations of different age groups of boxing players.